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the woods of battania mod adds new terrains and new factions to
the game. it introduces the battanian tribe into the greenshirts, and

there are two new lands called battania and desna. battania is a
forest area while desna is made up of mountains, rivers, and forests.
the mod features new factions that can be recruited, a new combat

system, improved ai and more. download it from nexus
mods.carladia at war (custom spawns) warband with endless

possibilities, one of the best moddable tactical rpgs out there and
you can't even beat out the battle mechanics. bannerlord doesn't
have the same character customisation options as warband or out
of the abyss. it's up to you to take charge and create a character

that you're proud of. you can also play out battles as a team of your
friends or even fight them in a game of go and maybe even take
them to court if you're too good. find it on nexus mods.warband

maxfaction mod warband is brilliant, but it's also very expensive. if
you like it but have less than $2,000 to drop, this mod will let you
play with the more manageable rules and a faction of 100. if you

want to create a min-maxed army, you can do that too. it's easy to
turn your existing warband army into a 100-faction one or you can
create your own custom faction to bring in new units and powers.

download it from nexus mods.warband minifaction mod warband is
the most popular moddable tactical rpg around and the mods for it

are legion, but the warband mod that is most popular with the
community is one that drastically lowers the price of the game.

since it works by extending the rules of the game, any mod that has
to do with the game rules is not included in the price, making

warband one of the best deals in moddable strategy games. find it
on nexus mods.warband minifaction mod
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the dismemberment mod adds a new dismember system to mount
and blade 2: bannerlord, giving you the opportunity to kill enemies
in a more gruesome way. what's more, it has a lot of new features,
some of which can even be seen in the trailers for mount & blade 2:
bannerlord.carladia at war (custom spawns) the woods of battania
mod brings a whole new world to mount and blade 2: bannerlord,

allowing you to play through the deeds of its inhabitants. it offers a
gameplay that is reminiscent of darkest dungeon and shadowrun
returns. the mod features a complex and interesting story, which
will take you far beyond the expectations of the game.battanian

troop overhaul the screamerlord mod is a voice chat mod that lets
you lead your soldiers into battle with your own voice. the mod is

still early in development, but it is expected to add voice chat for all
of your characters. you can select from a variety of different voices

and even add your own voice. download it from nexus
mods.purevision reshade the bandit militias mod is a total

conversion that models all of the warband forces of the greenshirts.
the mod includes brigands, carters, knights, militiamen, foot soldiers

and mounted troops. you can access them using the
shift+control+click keyboard shortcut or the character tree.

download it from nexus mods.lootlord the lootlord mod allows you to
reap the benefits of looting as you battle. you can loot enemy

corpses, treasures and even weapons and armor. the mod also
includes a variety of items, including various weapons, armors and
potions. it also has a few bugs, as reported here, but the mod itself

is quite easy to use. download it from nexus mods.the woods of
battania - battanian troop overhaul 5ec8ef588b
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